6/2020 WEB ACTIVITIES
Part 1

FUN WITH LITERATURE, page 6
Read the prologue to Dick Francis’s book Second Wind. Then decide whether the statements 01-05
are T true, F false or N not stated in the text. Do not worry if you don’t understand every single word.
The overall meaning matters most in this case.
Delirium brings comfort to the dying.
I had lived in an ordered world. Salary had mattered, and timetables. My grandmother belonged there with her
fears.
“But isn’t there a risk?” she asked.
You bet your life there’s a risk.
“No,” I said. “No risk.”
“Surely flying into a hurricane must be risky?”
“I’ll come back safe,” I said.
But now, the colossal waves swept me inexorably with them. Sometimes they buried me until my agonized lungs
begged the ultimate relief of inhaling anything, even water, when only air would keep the engine turning.
I’d swallowed gagging amounts of Caribbean salt.
It had been night for hours, with no gleam anywhere. I was losing all perception of which way was up. Which way
was air. My arms and legs had bit by bit stopped working. An increasingly out-of-order brain had begun seeing
visions.
I could see my dry-land grandmother clearly. Her wheelchair. Her silver shoes. Her round anxious eyes and her
miserable foreboding.
“Don’t go, Perry. It gives me the heebie-jeebies.”
Whoever listens to grandmothers.
When she spoke in my head, her mouth was out of sync with her voice. I’m drowning, I thought. The waves are
bigger. The storm is worse. I’ll go to sleep soon. Delirium brings comfort at the end.
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The narrator’s grandmother was drowning. 			
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The narrator’s name was Perry.					
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The narrator had to look after his grandmother. 		
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The narrator was in the Caribbean. 				
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The narrator felt helpless. 					
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Key:
Part 1: 01 F, 02 T, 03 N, 04 T, 05 T

